Resources

**Mailing lists** [1]

OASIS hosts a wide variety of mailing lists to enable the work of our members and encourage public input. These mailing lists represent a unique knowledge base produced through collaborative effort. All OASIS mailing lists are archived online, and the vast majority are viewable by the public.

**TC Open Repositories** [2]

The OASIS TC Open Repositories facility was created to support open source development of resources associated with Technical Committee deliverables. An OASIS Open Repository is a [public GitHub repository] [3], created optionally [at TC request] [4] to support the TC’s standardization work. Participation is open to anyone, without fee or membership requirements. Open Repository contents are created through public contributions under a designated [open source license] [5], and community participants establish development priorities for assets maintained in the repository.

**Blogs** [6]

OASIS staff members use these pages to write informally about issues related to their work. (Opinions expressed are those of the individual.)

**Data sheets** [7]

Members and the public are welcome to view, print, and distribute datasheets on OASIS and its work.

**Case studies** [8]

These documents describe implementation experiences involving one or more OASIS Standards or specifications.

**Presentations** [9]

View presentation materials from conferences, webinars, and other public venues.

**Newsletters** [10]

OASIS e-newsletters deliver essential information on open standards.

**XML.org** [11]

XML.org offers Focus Areas--online communities that serve as gathering places for those interested and
involved in open standards. These sites provide technical and educational information, collaborative workspaces, and discussion areas. Each XML.org Focus Area is dedicated to a specific OASIS Standard or related group of Standards.

**Translated content** [12]

To support the international open standards community, information on OASIS is available in several languages.

---

**Links:**
[8] https://www.oasis-open.org/casestudies
[9] https://www.oasis-open.org/presentations